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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to analyse key drivers of teenagers’ attitude toward mobile
advertising and its effects on teenagers’ mobile advertising acceptance.

Design/methodology/approach – A proposed model of affective (irritation and entertainment) and
cognitive (perceived usefulness) antecedents of attitude toward mobile advertising and its effects on
mobile advertising acceptance is analysed. The sample consisted of 355 Spanish teenagers. The model
was tested using structural equation modelling.

Findings – Findings show that entertainment, irritation and usefulness are key drivers of teenagers’
attitude toward mobile advertising. Moreover, perceived usefulness reduces irritation. The authors’
model also suggests that improving teenagers’ attitude toward mobile advertisements is a key factor
for teenagers’ mobile advertising acceptance.

Practical implications – This research offers practical implications for marketing managers
interested in targeting mobile advertising campaigns to teenagers. Marketers should take care of the
number and frequency of messages being sent in order to avoid teenagers being irritated by their
advertising attempts. Marketers can improve attitude through message personalization, content
relevance and enriching the sales messages with entertainment features.

Originality/value – While consumer-driven factors such as perceived control or trust have deserved
a lot of attention, little research has focused on the role of emotions on attitude and behaviour towards
mobile advertising. This paper combines the influence of cognitive and affective message-driven
factors on teenagers’ attitude and behaviour towards mobile advertising.
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1. Introduction
The rapid proliferation of mobile phones along with their technological development
has created a whole new channel for advertising (Liu et al., 2012; Saadeghvaziri and
Seyedjavadain, 2011). As such, mobile advertising has been conceptualised as “the set
of actions that enable firms to communicate and relate to their audience in a relevant,
interactive way through any mobile device or network” (Mobile Marketing
Association, 2010, p. 7). This set of actions includes the sending of short message
services (SMS) messages, the use of graphic or display formats, marketing using
search engines through mobile internet, bluetooth technology, couponing or the use of
applications and entertainment content – including mobile advergaming (MMA, 2010).
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